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Subject: [Gradcoords-l] AY 2020-21 Financial Support Request Tool Update

Dear Campus Partners,

Thank you for your patience while waiting to enter student support for the upcoming year! We are
writing to confirm that as a result of the delayed IAM launch, we will continue to use the current
financial support request tool for 2020-21. Our goal is to open the tool by July 10 for fellowship
stipends, and to use a shared Google Sheet to collect Summer 2020 tuition and fee payment
information this week.

Please email gradfellowships@ucsd.edu for Google Sheet access to enter Summer 2020 tuition and
fees (only if you need it). Entries to this sheet are due Friday, June 12. We recognize that this is a
short turn around, however, based on our recent conversations with several coordinators, we believe
you all are ready and simply waiting for us to facilitate the process! Thank you for your flexibility and
timely support for our students.

For all other AY2020-21 support, please wait until the financial support request tool has been opened.
The July fellowship stipend entry deadline will be July 17; we will publish the deadlines for the rest of
the year soon. Please do not use the above spreadsheet for anything other than Summer tuition and
fees; all other requests will be returned to you for later processing in the support request tool.

We are working with ITS to update the financial support request tool and make the remediations
required for the cutover to Oracle Financial Cloud (OFC). As of July, the tool will no longer accept
an index. Project-task information will be required. To determine the appropriate project-task, please
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work with your department’s financial manager, or, use the Mapped Index Lookup Tool (see Blink for
additional information).

I know this has been a challenging quarter, and that the summer will be full of change and re-learning
many of our campus and financial processes. I am grateful for your patience and understanding, and
look forward to working with all of you in 2020-21 to leverage these new systems (while looking
ahead to the upcoming launch of IAM as well as the ESR-SIS process)!

Thanks,
Tiff

PS: I know that many of you have questions about the 2019-20 (current year) fee remission journals,
and how they will post for fiscal closing - please stay tuned. This is another process for which we are
working on the remediation and hope to send out a message with updates this week.

Tiffany Swiderski
Director, Graduate Student Financial Support
Graduate Division, UC San Diego
grad.ucsd.edu
she / her / hers

Working remotely as of 3/16/20.

Are you ready for the Financial Information Systems project go-live?
Learn more about go-live on July 1, 2020, and track critical Cutover Activities and Training
Schedules to prepare for Oracle Financials Cloud and Concur.
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